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Current AC3S50 Media Orignal AC3S50 Media

Media shortage causes stock substitution
04/04/2022 
Warsaw, MO 
    During the past six months Burr King has been struggling to maintain vibra-
tory media levels.  All of our media manufactures have faced several raw com-
ponent shortages along with labor issues.  We have done our best sourcing the 
media from our vendors, but lead times are ever increasing.   
    Our latest media that has been affected has been the AC3S50.   The normally 
stocked AC3S50 measured 1-1/8” x 3/8”. The only media we have been able to  
source that was close to this measures at 1-1/8” x 15/32”.  The “new” media 
measures under an 1/8” thicker (3/32” to be closer) than our normally stocked 
media.   
    The new stock media has not been pre-ran.  What this means for you is that 
during the first 8-12 hours you will notice an increase wear rate along with 
increased waste from media shedding.   During this break-in time you may also 
notice a more aggressive finish, but it won’t last long and the media will perform 
like the orignal Burr King media that you may have used in the past.    
    The replacement media will only be used during the shortage as our suppliers 
work to shore up their production and meet our needs.    
    We currently do not have any anticipated delivery for the orignal AC3S50 media.   
    If this media will not work for your application we can work to find a media that will work better for you and that we 
currently can supply.  When our orignal size media becomes available we will start shipping that size again. 
    If you have any questions please contact us.

New media measures 3/32” thicker
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